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Otterbein University, 
J!VESTER VILLE, OHI O. 
OTTERBEIJ;r U NIVERSITY offers three Courses of Study leading to Degrees 
Shorter Courses are offered, especially designed to meet the wants of those who 
are prepanng to teach, but cannot afford the time required for a standard College 
Course. 
TEACHERS 
Will find it to their advantage to make preparation for t~aching under College 
influences. The expense is no greater than in the purely Normal Schools, while 
the opportunities and privileges are superior. 
The D avis Conservatory of Music 
Affords excellent advantages in 1-J.:strumental and Vocal Music. 
Orchestra and B·and are attached to the Conservatory, and have 
the interest of the Department of Music. 
A well equipped 
added greatly to 
Those who wish to pursue Art Studies will flnd in the University a teacher 
well qualified to instruct in Crayon, Oil, and Pastel, including Portrait Painting. 
The UD;iversity is pleasantly located in a village unsurpassed for advantages 
helpful to the student. Easily reached by railroad; ten trains daily, from all 
parts of the State. 
For further information, address the President, 
T. J. SANDERS, A.M., Ph.D. 
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I. N. CUSTER, 
DENTISTJ 
Office in Markley Block. 
WES.TERVILLE, OHIO. 
HOUGHTON & PRICE 
IJENTIST8) 
Furnish to their Patrons everything known in the Art and Science 
of Modern Dent is t ry. 
t~, 19, and 20 Y. M. C. A. Bldg., COLUMBUS, OHIO. 
~ -
F. M. VAN BusKIRK, D.D.S. 
OFFICE, WEYANT BLOCK. 
H. T. SIBEL, 
Real Estate 
And 
Agent 
N ot~ry Public, 
Office over W. W. Moses' Grocery. W ESTERVILLE, OHio. 
CAVEATS, 
TRADE MARKS, 
DESICN PATENTS, 
COPYRIOHTS, 
For Information and free Handbook write to 
MUNN & CO., 361 B ROADWAY, NEW YORK. 
Oldest bureau for securing patents In America. 
Every patent taken out by us Is brought before 
the public by a notice given free ot charge In tho 
1 citutifie ~tuttitnu 
Largest circulation of any scientific paper In the 
world. Splendidly Illustrated. No Intelligent 
man should be wlthont it. Weekty,_83.00 a 
year; .1.50slx months. Address lllUL'IN & co., 
PUBLISHERS, 361 Broadway, New York Cit y, 
lll E DI C INE A S c i ENCE. RHIZDtES NoN-PotsoNous· 
G. H. MAYHUGH, M.D., 
~Physician and Surgeon. 
OFFICE I N M ARKLEY B LOCK. 
RES IDENCE I N B ANK B UIL DI NG . 
J. _SPOONER, 
MANUFAC1'URJo; R OF 
.Boots aQd §~oes. 
llascbnll and 1'cnnis Shoes n Spccinlty. 
Repairing neat ly and carefully done. 
West Mai~ Street, WESTERVILLE, 0. 
D. W. COBLE, M-.D., 
Physician and Surgeon) 
Residence, Cor. State and Pa rk Sts. WEsTERVILLE, QHio. 
RANCK & MERCHANT, 
Nota1•ies P ttblie1 
Real Estate and Insurance. 
Real Estate a Speclaltr. 
Office in Weyant Block, WESTERVILLE, OHIO. 
Uf ~st~rvill ~ <l reel) t]ous~. 
CUT FLOWERS. 
Bedding and Decora ting Plants. 
Also, tlen.Je.- iu C~tbiHlge, Tomato, a,ud "·II kinds of ' 'eget n,ble Pla,uts. 
J. F. SKED, Proprietor. 
· T h For a small sum can 
eac ersgetenough RAVEN 
BLACKBOARD 
.SLATINO to make a board 4ft. wide and so 
ft. long. Without a blackboard " the 
voice o' the teacher is dumb." 
Write for partlcalan J B Sherrl·ll 
aad prices • • ' 
Bos 1a71, s Tho Book Man, 
Danville, lad I oall books for t eachero . 
~
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FINE SHOES. 
Tennis and Bicycle Shoes a Specialty. 
Also Agents for the Troy Laundry, 
The Largc;,st and Finest in the City. 
Holmes Blocli, WES'l'ERVILLR, OTTTO. 
LIGHTEST. STRONGEST. Choice 
Are you going to b uy a Bicycle? Why not 
buy the best Ior the money? If you pay 
$150, get the best, get a Family 
VICTOR, Fre•h and Salt Ments in SPn~on. Pun .. LPaf LarJ, H01ue~l\'lude l\1 iuct.~ 1\Ient. Groceries. 
get a wheel fully guaranteed 
without limit, tire and all. Goou as 
long as you want to ride a wheel. 
CET A VICTOR. 
If yon can't afford a $150 wheel, get the 
next best. Get a Lovell Diamond, 
light, strong, easy running, high grade, and 
at a moderate price,-a very satisfactory 
amount. ERNEST BERNARD will explain 
them, or call on DR. KEEFER. 
SPEEDIEST. BEST. 
M. D. wATERS, AGENT. 
CLOUSE & CARTER, 
UNDERTAKERS 
and 
DEALERS IN FURNITURE. 
Lntcst Sty les of Wall Pnr•ers, Window Shades, Etc. 
Cull nntl See Us. 
Picture Fl'aming lloue to Onter. 
' North State Street, 
WESTERVILLE, OHIO • 
FOTOGRAFS. 
. _ 
FERSON & Co., 527~ N. Highs~., Columbus, 0. 
Special . low rates to students. Proofs shown before you leave the gallery . 
. For rates see W. G. KINTIGH. 
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EDITORIAL. 
CoMMENCEMENT is June 15th. The societies, 
alumnal association, and other organizations 
are busily engaged in arranging attractive pro-
grams, and we are assured that the exercises 
will all be up to the high standard of other 
years. We hope to be able next month to 
give our readers a complete progr,!lm of all the 
exerc1ses. Look for it. 
THE spring term added to our number fif-
teen new faces, and they have entered upon 
their work heartily. There was less irregu-
larity on the part of students in taking up 
their work at the opening of the term than . 
for a long time. Absenteeism at the begin-
ning of a term is a thing of the past, except, 
of course, in cases wholly unavoidable. The 
~GIS is inclined to think this is just as it 
E!hould be. When the classes start off the 
first day of the term with a full roll, it is like 
pressing the button which puts in motion a 
thousand wheels. No time is lost making up 
back work; students and · teacher advance 
regularly with the subject well in hand. 
Under this arrangement there is no excuse for 
hasty and superficial work on the part of the 
student, and the end of the term should find 
no delinquents. With an average term grade 
of 85 as the standard, final examinations) will 
be few. 
LAw and order are as necessary to the col-
lege as to the state. The highest results can 
not be reached in either without them. It is 
true that in the college, as in society, the great 
body are order-loving and law-abiding. Only 
the few need the restraints of law and author-
ity. Without these restraints it would be 
possible for the few to tyrannize over the 
many, and indeed to defeat the object and 
purpose of all education. Therefore do law-
abiding students have rights that college au-
thorities must protect. Lawlessness and van-
dalism in college life are disturbers of its 
peace, and every loyal student owes it to him-
self, his fellows, and the college of which he 
is a member, to help to the extent of his in-
fluence and knowledge in the suppression of 
everything unlawful and destructive. The 
destruction of property, whether public or 
private, is condemned by the student body. 
BEFORE the next number of the ~GIS will 
reach its readers, the General Conference will 
have determined the educational policy of the 
church for the next four years. Much has 
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been written as to what that body should do 
and should not do. The legislation of the 
church in the past in matters pertaining to 
its institutions of learning has not been bad, 
but for the most part wise and practicable. 
The difficulty has been in the executive branch 
of the government of the church. The board 
of bishops and the general board of educa-
tion must consist of men who will at least 
seek to carry out the legislation of the Gen-
eral Conference, even if they are not wholly in· 
sympathy with it. Obedience to the will of 
the majority is the high duty of every man in 
official position, when that will as expressed 
in law is the result of wise and deliberate 
action. 
THERE 1s nothing that brings more real 
gratification to the average student during 
these closing weeks of the year than the 
progress of our association building. Yes, 
it is ours, and built by our sacrifices, and that 
lends to it a double interest. Where other 
similar eflorts have failed, this succeeds. The 
building committee have been prudent, and 
justly so. They have projected no plans that 
will ultimately involve the associations. Since 
the canvass that marked the beginning of the 
movement, no effort has been made to secure 
additional contributions from students, but 
the time has come when a second carrvass is 
thought necessary, and we expect to report to 
our readers next month a flattering increase 
not only in interest but in hard, substantial 
cash. The spirit of Otterbein students ac-
cepts nothing but success. 
SPEAKING of advancement, we are glad to 
note it on more sides than one. It might be 
interesting to students of the seventies and 
early eighties to know that Christian men of 
difl'erent societies speak to each other now 
when passing on the street. In extreme cases 
these same individuals walk arm in arm quite 
forgetful of the ocean-wide difl'erences in 
their literary ·attainments. Lo3 alty is no 
longer a synonym for meanness. 
WE think it is due our readers to say that 
the editorial department is not responsible for 
the delay that has occurred in the last two or 
three issues, but that it has been due to the 
great amount of business that our publishers 
have at this time of the year. We hope that 
this may be remedied in the future, and that 
the items of news may come to our readers as 
fresh as we mean they should. 
A BICYCLE TOUR IN EUROPE. 
L. E. CUSTER, D.D.S. 
IV. 
Cologne is one of the beautiful cities of 
Europe. The chief attraction to the tourist 
is the cathedral. This structure on · the 
left bank of the Rhine 1s next to 
St. Peter's m size and grandeur. Its 
towers are the highest in Europe, being 
512 feet high. Our tourists spent what re-
mained of this first day in a walk about the 
city, and under the pressure of their stylish 
citizens' clothes were not satisfied till they had 
secured front seats at the theater at night. 
They could not understand a word, but there 
they sat as though they had written the play. 
Next morning, after a drive about the city, 
we secured a guide and visited the cathedral. 
The guide's description did not difler as much 
from that laid down in our guide book as one 
would suppose. We took ad vantage of our 
second suits of clothes and had our cycle suits 
properly repaired and upholstered during our 
stay in Cologne. 
The scenic and historic portion of the Rhine 
lies between Cologne and Mainz. Beautiful 
steamers which make the trip in a day ply 
between these two points, but it is better to 
take a longer time and visit some of the old 
rums. Except in Switzerland, nowhere in 
l 
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Europe can there · be found as delightful a 
bicycle ride as along the Rhine from Cologne 
to Mainz. The roads are fine macadam and 
quite level, and every mile is historic and rieh 
in scenery. This part of our tour seems to-
day like a rlream. 
. _After tenderly consigning our citizens' 
clothes again to the tmnk, it was forwarded 
to Leipsic, and at 3 P.M.; June 24, we were ofi' 
for the Rhine trip. We had not forgotten 
the instructions received from the policemen 
when we arrived; so we walked out till we 
thought the coast clear, when we mounted and 
were soon whirling in the direction of the 
Seven Mountains. On a level stretch of road 
John was teaching his steed the art of self-
guidance, when suddenly, owing to a division 
of opinion, both found themselves flounder-
ing in the dust. John got up smiling, but 
the cycle's backbone was .sprung. After a 
little delay at a blacksmith shop, we proceeded 
and reached Bonn in an hour. 
Bonn is the birthplace of Beethoven, and 
in the market square there stands a beautiful 
statue of him. As we found it that day it 
seemed g,Jmost a sacrilege that the pedestal 
should have Leen giveu up to brawling auc-
tioneers and venders of quacking ducks. 
Just beyond Bonn the hills, sometimes 
called mountains, begin, and our road was 
crowded down to the very brink of the river. 
For miles it led by villas and flower gardens 
and where the distance widened between river 
and mountain these villas were gathered into 
towns. Every prominent hill seemed crowned 
with a ruin, and we were so enraptured with 
the scenes about us that we rode till dusk was 
upon us, when we stopped at a hotel near 
Rheineck. Here Fred in wiping the dust 
from his machine undertook to revolve the 
wheel with his finger between the chain and 
the sprocket wheel. Fortunately no bone was 
broken, but a painful wound taught him 
never to repeat the experiment. We were 
stopping at a country hotel that night, and 
had all the advantages afforded by the coun-
try. 'l'he beds of Europe are unlike the beds 
of our country. A double bed is wide enough 
for one person, but a single one is about the ' 
shape of a brick set on edge. It is so high 
and narrow that its occupant, if an American, 
retires in about the same frame of mind as he 
would on the upper berth of a sleeping car. 
The foundation is a corpulent feather tick to 
take the place of springs and mattress. It is 
so well filled that the sleeper strikes an atti-
tude much as though be were sleeping on a 
barrel. There are the proper number of 
sheets, and for a cover, even in midsummer, 
is another feather tick. There is one enor-
mous pillow, perhaps half the size of the 
dainty feather-spread. Besides this there is 
an extra fixture not seen in America which 
we called the "wedge" from its resemblance 
to that mechanical power. Just under the 
pillow is a wedge-shaped hard mattress per-
haps a foot thick at the head and decreasing 
in thickness toward the middle of the bed. 
The beds of this hotel not only had all these 
fixtures, but being in a land of geese, and in 
the country, we found the equipments not 
wanting in size and number. We were not 
in the habit of sleeping in a semi-sitting pos-
ture; so it was our custom to commence on 
t)?ese beds as though there was a fire in the 
house and reduce them to the American style 
as nearly as possible. It became a matter-of-
fact operation upon ·retiring to reach down 
for the abominable wedge and fling it at the 
fellow nearest you, The next operation on 
hot nights was to strip the covering from the 
upper feather tick and utilize that portion 
only. On this occasion there were two beds 
in a room, and after these had been made 
habitable to Americans, the space between the 
beds was completely filled with these extras. 
A lthough we did no damage, we generally felt 
a little uneasy in the mornings and made sure 
to get away before the maid had taken an 
inventory of things. 
r 
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At ten o'clock we arrived at Uobleuz, 
where we obtained an eal'ly dinner prepara-
tory to a climb to Ehrenbreitstein. We four 
cyclers never hear the name Uoblenz but it 
calls to mind strawberries at $1 75 per quart. 
They were just in season at that time, and we 
called for a plate of strawberries at the 
close of the meal. The waiter gave us about 
a pint to divide among us. The reader can 
imagine how far a pint of strawberries would 
go toward - satisfying the hunger of four 
half-starved bicyclers. That was only an 
aggravation; so we ordered another plate of, · 
the,same size. When we settled for the meal, 
we found we had to pay $1.75 for our straw-
berries; this, too, in a land where they flourish. 
If you will examine a bottle of imported 
strawberries, you will see that· it is marked 
"Ooblenz." Luxuries come high. This is only 
one instance of the tricks of European hotel-
keepers. As soon as it is known that you are 
an American, double the ordinary charg-e is 
made. It was difficult to conceal our identity, 
and since it _was useless to remonstrate, we 
found it best to accept these slight distinctions 
as though we were millionaires. With a feel-
ing that we would like to catch the pr •prietor 
out alone, we made our way to-the river. ·we 
crossed on a pontoon bridge and commenced 
the ascent to the castle. The road is probably 
a mile in length, and we were quite fatigued 
when we reached the castle, bnt were well 
rewarded for our climb. The view from the 
turret is simply grand. The Moselle joins the 
Rhine at Uoblenz, and being opposite the con-
fluence, we had a splendid view up the valley 
of the Moselle, as well as in either direction 
along the Rhine. 
After an hour spent in looking about the old 
castle, which is now used as a garrison, we 
coasted down, and our tires were fairly smok-
ing when we reached the river again. We 
did not cross, but made our way along the 
east side. The distance from Ooblenz to the 
mouth of the river Lahn recalls a heated dis-
cussion as to whether or not we would take a 
little excursion up that river to ~~ms, the Sa-
ratoga of western Germany. During this 
de,bate, the other three members maintain, 
the writer was so beside himself that he 
ran against a shade tree. However tba(may 
be, a torn trouser and a bad cut were the re-
sult of the collision. But we finally decided 
to take the trip, and were well repaid for our 
delay, for the scenery was grand. While 
there we were chased by a policeman for t•id-
ing on a certain street. We felt uneasy; so 
after a taste of the water and an investment 
in souvenir spoons, we returned to the Rhine, 
over which we were ferried. 
We stopped tha.t night at St. Goar, and 
were up early Sunday morning, for we were 
then in the most interesting part. of the Rhine 
trip. It was some Catholic fete day. In 
every town there were decorations, proces-
sions, and bands. We passed that morning 
the Lor·elei, the Mouse 'l'ower, and many 
castles, and took dinner at Bingen, looking 
out upon the national monument on the 
Niederwald. Words cannot describe that 
morning's ride. 
About two o'clock we were ofl' for Majj1z, 
which was reached in two hours. A little · 
time was spent in riding about the city. We 
found this also in holiday attire. We crossed 
the beautiful bridge to Kastel and stopped 
that night at Hochheim. We had noticed 
that it was becoming warm weather; so we 
were up early next morning and off for Frank-
fort, which was reached by nine o'clock. The 
day was spent in sight-seeing and a visit to 
Rothschild's bank, which we patronized by 
securing enough money to take us to Berlin. 
It was well we did, for on this trip an unlooked-
for incident occurred which could only have 
been met otherwise by exchanging what re-
mained of our American money, and parting 
with our watches and souvenir spoons and 
whatever could be turned into money. 
At 3 o'clock, with all the needed prepara-
'• 
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tions, we started on a monotonous journey of 
417 miles across Germany. While the scenery 
was i uite ordinary .as compared with that 
throuk h which we had just passed, there 
were incidents connected with this part with-
out which no bicycle tour would have been 
compl~te. It was hot weather, and we chose to 
ride early and late rather than in midday. Our 
first stop was made at Nidda that night with-
out any incident except perhaps that we pass-
ed a mineral spring of remarkable qualities. 
This s~emed to be unknown except to the na-
tives. We saw men, women, and children 
gathered around an artesian well, filling vessels 
of all sorts and carrying them away. We 
stopp~u more from curiosity than from thirst, 
and found the ~ater equal to Hathorn or Apol-
linaris; We drank of it as though that sup-
ply w<ie to last till we reached Berlin. As 
much as we stowed away then, the 1:text hot 
day we regretted that we had not taken just 
one glass more,-just as though that would 
hav~ quenched our thirst then. 
The next was what proved to be pe1·haps 
the most eventful day of our trip in the way 
of adve~ture. "\Ve were getting into , central 
Germany in a section not only unfrequented by 
tourists but where the bicycle was compara-
tively unknown. With our brown faces and 
hands, , bicycle suits which were wholly 
difterent; from any costume ever seen there 
before, and our luggage carriers covered with 
hotel labels, we were regarded with consider-
able superstition. The natives reasoned that 
when a ~person mounts a machine with but 
two whe.els which will not itself stand alone, 
he must be in league with Satan to not only 
stay on the machine but go like the wind 
without falling over. It was becoming quite 
hilly. By our cyclometers we rode up hills 
seven and eight miles in length. With feet 
on the coasters we went down the other side 
and throJJgh some of the towns like a flash. 
.. Irv maintains that we went so fast that when 
. people heard us coming they ~ould look in 
the direction of the first man but see only the 
last. 
It was when riding rather fast through the 
little town of Englerod that we 
" RAN OVER AN OX," 
as the officials at the next town tried to make 
us believe. We were aware of no unusual 
occurrence during our passage through Engle-
rod other than the customary scurrying of 
pigs, geese, and children. Anything which 
might have taken place must have happened 
after we had passed. The only thing we could 
recall was a calf standing in the middle of the 
road, around which we all cautiously passed. 
We had learned that of all treacherous ani-
mals a calf has no equal. You can't 'tell 
which way it will bolt next. It stands head 
down, and you think you can pass in safety, 
when suddenly it starts, and you are lucky if 
you are not the next moment sprawling on 
the ground. About ten miles beyond Engle-
rod is Lauterbach. It was becoming quite 
hot, and we were quite hungry, so we stopped 
for dinner at the hotel. We had noticed that 
the town was unusually active and took great 
interest in our arrival. It looked somewhat as 
though they were expecting us and had every-
thing but the band ready for our reception. 
The police for-ee was composed of two men, 
who unfortunately were not mounted. It 
seemed as though ordinarily these policemen 
drank beer for a living, and hearing of our 
approach, had donned their uniforms, which 
were back numbers indeed. They were a 
little threadbare, but they had been brushed 
up. In the back of each coat was still a print 
of the nail on which it had been hanging for 
years. The chief wore one made originally 
for a much smaller man than himself. He 
could not button it as could the other member 
of his force, but a glance at the seams con-
vinced us of noble efiorts in that .direction. 
It reminded one of a homemade baseball 
cover, well batted. The helmets were of 
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assorted sizes and shapes. The working body 
of the force had been to Berlin and secured a 
secondhand one from the Berlin police force. 
He was the envy of the chief. It seems they 
had not had time to put on the regulation 
trousers, or else had none, and while those 
which they wore were probably a better fit, 
they lacked uniformity of color and pattern. 
Instead of batons they carried shot·t swords, 
which, being the only part of the state prop-
erty which they could utilize, were used for 
cutting corn in the fall. 
Not suspecting anything wrong ·by our 
reception, for we were accustomed to crowds, 
we went to dinner. At our table we noticed 
a native who attracted our attention by his 
peculiar glances toward us, but we thought 
nothing of it. After dinnet· we took a nap, 
for the day was hot and we did not wish to 
leave till two or three o'clock. When we 
were about to start, we were accosted in what . 
seems to- day to have been a preconcerted plan 
of action. They were . afraid to begin, it 
seems, and did not until they saw we were 
actually leaving, when the hotel proprietor 
said: "You haf a calamity caused." This 
was the end of his English, or else he forgot 
the rest of his speech. Between them they 
consulted a German-English dictionary, and 
becoming more fluent, he again broke. out at 
the mouth: '' You haf a oxen kilt, you haf a 
garden demolished, you haf a much calamity 
caused, you must a ad vocat haf," -laying much 
stress on the" a advocat haf.'' Looking about 
the crowd, . we saw the man who sat at our 
table, who had put on his Sunday cloth.es in 
t~e meantime, and he was brought forth as 
the" a advocat." The police fo rce instead of 
~?_erving the papers themselves were busy 
keeping the crowd back. We protested our 
' i~nocence of any such accusation, but seeing 
'we were actually arrested, and at their mercy, 
; we thought best to bow to the Jaw and employ 
the "a advocat" to manage our case. 
We coul~ not even imagine what l1ad hap-
pened at Englerod, for we saw nothing un-
usual, and wished fi rst to learn the exact 
charge. The operator at Englerod was at that 
time hoeing potatoes and would not open the 
office again till 3 o'clock. During this time 
we were carefully guarded by the fu ll police 
force, whom we kept uneasy by out uncertain 
movements. Business was entirely suspend-
ed in the town, and the burgomaster, who had 
quit shoeing horses and crept into his Sunday 
suit, was nervously pounding the bench be-
cause we did not appear. 
Finally we received ·word that we h'ad 
frightened an ox, which had broken a fence 
and demolished a garden, and to complete the 
work of destruction had killed itself by hang-
ing between two pickets of the fence on the 
other side of the garden. Not satisfied with 
this, a third and more likely accusation was 
formulated to the effect that we had frighten-
ed an ox which hecame so unmanageable as to 
break its yoke. If we had been arrested for 
fast riding, we would have in a measure felt 
guilty. Or if we had been arrested for home-
liness that would frighten an ox, we would 
have pleaded guilty; but we leave · to the 
'reader the equity and justice of an arrest and 
fine fot· frightening an ox with a bicycle. A 
man may frigb ten all the cattle he pleases 
with a traction engine, and nothing will come 
of it. 
The lawyer, who had the learned ·name of 
Dr. Sommerlad and who acted his part in the 
outrage quite well, said th~ best he could do for 
us under the circumstances was that it would 
be necessary to deposit with the burgomastet· 
two hundred marks ( $50.00) or go to jail 
until the damage to the yoke was ascertained. 
N O\Y a yoke such as is used in that country is 
qui{e a primitive afiair indeed: It consists 
simply of a piece of wood running from the 
foryhead of one ox to the other, having under 
it an old coat or garment for a pad. In the 
center is a hole for the tongue. The cost· 6f a 
new one is about seventy-five cents. We 
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have no reason to beiieve that this yoke was 
gold-mounted or set with diam~nds that we 
should have been compelled to deposit such an 
amount. 
Although all fom· were arrested, only one 
of us was allowed to appear before the inflated 
dispenser of justice, the burgomaster, and 
plead the case. Fred was selected, and with 
our passports, he presented the case to His 
Importance as best he could. Fred says he 
had the passports upside down till he noticed 
the awkward position of the eagle, when he 
looked wise and reversed them. Nothing 
would satisfy the burgomaster until we had 
deposited with him the two hundred marksto 
cover the expenses of investig-ating the actual 
damage to the yoke or go to jail until the 
investigation was made, which would take at 
least a week. W e would do almostanything 
rather than stay in their already w ell popu · 
lated (by insect life) jails. We · were - told 
that only the amount to pay the damages to 
the yoke would be retained , and the balance 
promptly forwarded to Berlin. VI/ e were not 
allowed the privilege of returning to Euglerod 
and settling with the owner of the ox or of 
buying a yoke there for the man. The burgo· 
master had not changed clothes for notbing ; 
he might never have another such an oppor-
tunity to distinguish himself; the law had 
been outraged, and he must punish the 
oftimders. So we reluctantly produced the 
two hundred marks, and from the actions 
of those interested we felt that that was the 
last of our fifty dolfars. It seemed to us they 
had never seen that amount in one collection 
before, and while we were counting it out, 
they were mentally calculating how many 
kegs of beer it would purchase. 
After about six hours' detention we were 
allo~ed to depart, ~hich we did,\ ut it was 
with an uneasy feeling that we haQ. left some-
thing. 
It may be of interest to the reader to know 
the result of the case. When we arrived at 
Berlin, a week later, Sommerlad had written 
the Ameri can consul that the damages were 
seven marks ($1.75), but instead of forward-
ing the balance as directed, had retained it 
and a~>ked that he be allowed to prosecute the 
burgomaster for overzealousness in the case. 
Sommer lad prosecute the burgomaster! The 
only prosecuting done would be a few kegs 
of beer between the two. Our answer to this 
was to let the burgomaster alone and l'!end the 
balance to Paris. At P aris we found neither 
money nor intelligence. After our return 
home we informed the consul at Fmnkfort of 
our trouble. By his advice we reluctantly 
put the case into the hands of Sommerlad to 
secure and forward the money. After some 
weeks the following letters and a draft for 
$12.28 were received from Mr. Mason: 
CoNSULATE GENERAL 0 1•' Ti m UNI.TED STATEs, } 
FRANK L"O:R'l'-ON-'l' lfE-MAIN 
February 4, 1893: 
MR. F. H . RrKE, EsQ., 
Dayton , Ohio. 
DEAR S1n: On receipt of your letter of the 7th of 
J anuary, I wrote again to Dr. Sommerlad and puRhed 
him shar ply to an immed iate settlement of your aft'air. 
He was slow in answering, as usual, but finally p re;;ent-
ed the inclosed account, in which his fee as a la wyer is 
put at GO marks, and this, wi th the fine and expenses of 
his various trips to E nglerod, eats the sum you deposited 
down to a balance of 51.57 marks, which we must either 
accept or figh t by a long, costly process which would 
have but a negative resul t . I have therefore collected 
from him the balance, and the same is herewith remitted 
in a draft on New York to your order. 
There is not enough in the balance to pay me for the 
trouble I have had with the case; so I make no charge 
at all. The case illustrates vividly the contingencies to 
which tourists are liable in Europe wh en they venture 
away from the beaten rontes of travel. 
Sommerlad has had_a great deal of work, waiting, and 
trouble with th e matter, and if you examine his account 
by items, I think you will say his charges are not un-
reasonable. The injustice is in the system which made 
all this backing and filling necessary in so plain and 
simple a case. Very sincerely yours, 
FRANK H. MASON, 
Consul Geneml. 
Inclosed in M r. Mason's letter was the 
following communication from Sommerlad to 
him, which has been translated by Professor 
W erthner, of Dayton: 
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LAUTERBACH, January 30, 1893. 
To the North American General Consulate. 
In matters concerning the damage done in E nglerod 
by. American bicyclists, doubts have arisen in my mind 
as to what amounts I am to take into account in making 
any charges. 
I gave assistance to Messrs. Ri:ke and companions on 
the day on which they were detained by the police, and 
in order to inform myself in regard to the matter and to 
come to an understanding with the injured parties, I had 
to make a trip twice to Englerod, 17 ken from Lauter-
bach. Following are the trip costs, day-moneys, a nd 
other expenses accruing therefrom: 
1. Writing to the general consulate in Berlin , 
30th June, '92. . ... .... ... ... ... ... ... .... .... ... ... 70 pf. 
2. --Writing to the general consul ate in Frank-
fort, 14th August, '92 ...... .. ...... - ~ - .. . ... ... .. . 50 pf. 
3. Trip to Englerod, traveling expenses, 29th 
June, '92 .................................. ............................ 20 rn. 40 pf. 
Trip to E nglerod, Jay-money ..... ..... ... . ...... 12m. 
4. Trip to Englerod , traveling expenses, 20th 
July, '92 .............................................................. 20m. 40 pf. 
Trip to E nglerou, Jay money .. .... .... .... .... 12m. 
5. P;:tymen t made to the damaged party .. ...... 2G m. _95 pf. 
6. Court costs (fees) .......................... ....... ..... 88 pf. 
7. Various postage expenses........ ......... .. .... 60pf. 
TotaL.... .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . 94 m. 43 pf. 
The deposited 200 m. plus 6 m. have been paid to me. 
Now the question comes up, What fee is due me for 
serviGes rendered my clients? Paragraph 89 of the im-
perial law code will probably have to be referred to. I 
believe I may be allowed to cparge for my entire service 
in round numbers 60 marks, so that there remain in favor 
of my employers 206 m. minus 154m. 43 pf.= 51m. 57 pf. 
If yon are satisfied with these charges, please to inform 
me soon, and I will at once send you the money. In the 
negati ve case,-i. e., if you are not satisfied, etc.,-on your 
suggestion, the p:;ty due me will have to be determined 
bv the presid nt of the Hessian law court according to 
p~r'. 4!13 of the R. A. 0. 
Very respectful! y, 
DR. SoMMERLAD, 
Attm·ney. 
Comments may be made upon 'Sommerlad's 
letter without limit; as, for instance, the whole 
matter was settled June 30, as stated in the 
Berlin letter, which is in the poflsession of the 
consul at Berlin, and the dan•ages amounted 
to $1.75. When Sommerlad had been given 
the case, they were raised to $7.00. His trips 
to Englerod we think were purely imaginary, 
and if be did go, the conveyances, from their 
cost, were fi.~er than any seen by us in that 
neighborhood. He charges $3.00 per day ; 
then a fee of $15.00. In conclusion we four 
fellows have been congratulating ourselves 
that we paid enough money at the time to 
start Sommerlad in business in that country 
' and that we ·did not afterward receive a bill 
from him for double the amount for his val-
uable services. 'ro Mr. Mason we indeed feel 
grateful for his efforts in the matter, but if it 
is our misfortune ever to happen in Lauter-
bach again, we shall certainly hunt up Som-
merlad,-for the sake of old acquaintanceship 
if nothing else. 
[ 'l'o be continued.] 
SAUlv\ HALL. 
"Old things are passed away; behold, all 
things are become new." Truly, history is 
being made with WGmderful rapidity in this 
nineteenth century. Only eighty years have 
elapsed since the ringing tones of William 
Otterbein's voice were urging men to forsake 
their sins and become followers of Christ, and 
now the members of the denomination which 
he founded a1 e building their modest churches 
in nearly every state of the Union, and even 
reaehing out helping hands to those who sit 
in darkness in other lands. Much of this 
growth is due to the increasing conviction 
that the religious movement which does not 
also provide for the liberal education of its 
sons and daughters is sowing the seeds of its 
own failure. 'rhe growth and permanence of 
the church depends upon the enlightened 
care and wholesome nourishment given to its 
educational institutions. 
The oldest school of our church was 
founded in 1847, and the first elasses of Otter-
bein University rp.et and recited to President 
W. R. Griffith in a little frame building for-
merly owned by the Blendon Young Men's 
Seminary. The increase of the school soon 
tested the meager capacity of its buildings, and 
in 1854, through the generosity of Jacob Saum, 
of the Miami valley, a three-story dormitory for 
1 
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young men was erected. To say that Saum 
Hall was a plain brick building of no archi-
tectural pretensions is to give the substance, 
in a mild way, of many uncomplimentary 
remarks made by irreverent students of later 
years as to its outer beauty. But it afforded 
ample accommodations to the ygung inen, aqd 
if in its appointments luxuries were unknown 
and comforts very few, they probably con-
soled themselves with the thought that some 
of the grandest scholars of history lived on 
scanty fare and slept oi1 hard beds while win-
ning their well fought battles with Greek and 
Latin verbs and mathematical equations. 
At any rate all reminiscences, go to show 
that those were happy days, and even now 
the eyes of learned doctors of medicine, law, 
and theology will sparkle with enjoyment as 
they relate experiences at Saum Hall in the 
fifties and sixties. That good and thorough 
work was done within these walls we know 
from the list of distinguished men who burned 
the midnight . candle here in those days. 
Among those who in these rooms made their 
preparation for lives of useful~ess may be 
mentioned Dr. I. L.: Kephart, editor of the 
R eligious Telescope, Bishop E. B. Kephart, 
Dr. G. A. Funkhouser, Dr. J. P. Landi's, 
Major Geo. Bonebrake, A. D. Kumler, D<tniel 
Surface, Judge John A. Shauck, and others. 
Nor was Saum Hall the scene· of student 
pranks and hard study merely; but here 
prayers ascended, ·and deep ,lessons of religious 
belief mid experience were learned. · Old stu-
dents recall with pleasure the sno~y night in 
'70 when .the present president of :J.owa .Agri-
cultural College was happily con.V:erted, and 
ran first to Saum Hall to wake th~ boys from 
their sleep and have them join with him in 
prayers and songs of rejoicing. 
But the old hall is most widely known ·as a 
boarding place for young women. United 
Brethren point with pride to the fact that 
they have always been advocates of coeduca-
tion; and when the doors of Otterbeil} U n i-
vet·sity were operied to young men, the;young 
women t·eceived. an equally cordial wel~ome. 
A l!tdies' department was at once orgp.:pized, 
and Miss Sylvia Carpenter, afterward Mr~. 
PrQfessor Haywood, of beloved illi.ll'flOry, 
became its principal; and when the first 
graduating class went out, in 1857, it con-
sisted of two young women. 
As the number of students incre11-~ed it 
became necessary to provide a home t'Qr the 
yo1.mg women, and in 1871, the old hai) hav-
ing been abandoned, the boys were turned out 
to the hospitality_ of the village homeEl, and 
the girls were domiciled in Saum Hall. The 
inmates were ruiw different, but youthful 
jollity was not ~iscontinued, earnest study 
was not given up, and the religious spirit 
never lost its foothold. One or the other of 
these elements usually predominated, but 
neither has at any time been wholly apsent. 
For nearly forty years Saum Hall has been 
the home of hearty, happy young life. A 
never-ceasing drama of joys and sovrows, 
victories and defeats, has been enacted here. 
Lessons from books form but a part of thoRe 
• !',;~ ~ 
conned within these walls. Lifelong friend-
ships have been formed, and happy marriages 
have "resulted frofn words spoken her~. Of 
all the tears, s.mil~s, struggles, .achiever_rf,ents, 
hopes, and aspuat~ons, we can JUdge ot11:y by 
the lives of those who have gone out. 
Many changes have taken place since the 
students of 'Otterb~in University began tp en-
joy Mr. Saum's gift. The village itself has 
been so metamorpho·sed that those familiar 
• 4 \ 
with it forty years ago would not recognize it 
now. Instead of -tp!e little cluster of cottages 
our streets , now Wjlar the aspect of modest 
prosperity and the ·a~ignified repo.ie of th~j~ub-
.<; 1-'_f 
urban college town.! We are no longerJ iv-
~ ~ ~ 
ing in the wildernes_s three miles.; aw~y f~i}m a 
rail'road, but a twe~ty minutes' ride ushers us 
into the life of a busy city. The daily papers 
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come to us scarcely dry from the press. ·we 
have all the facilities of telegraph and tele-
phone. We already hear in anticipation the 
cheerful hum of the electric car, and even 
look forward . with hopeful enthusiasm to the 
-not far distant day wh.en our streets and 
homes will be lighted with electricity. The 
college has kept pace with all these improve-
ments. The main building is one of whose 
architectural beauty we are justly proud; the 
society halls are models of elegance and re-
fined taste. The library is becoming · so well 
stocked with good literature that the increas-
ing need brings to our minds the vision, some 
day to be realized, of a beautiful library build-
ing. Even the recitation rooms have not been 
neglected, and where formerly the student 
studied ai1d learned in spite of his surround-
ings, and not because of them, he now enjoys 
in most rooms prettily papered walls and 
comfortable seats. The latest achievement, 
the product of consecratedenthusiasm among 
the students and friends of Otterbein is the 
handsome Christian Association building and 
gymnasium now under process of erection on 
the colleg'Ol campus. 
Saum Hall alone has not kept pp with the 
spirit of the times. •rrue, some improvements 
have been made. The bare floors and straw 
beds are now _things of the past, and although 
the outside observer might lind it difficult to 
believe, the rooms are now cheerful and com-
fortable. 'rhe food served is of a quality and 
cooking far superior; to that of most insti-
tutions of the same grade, and the neatness of 
the housekeeping has become a proverb; but 
with all this it must be confessed that Otter-
bein University cannot <l.ompete with other 
schools of the day in, the attractions of the 
hoJUe offered' to ladies. , Because of the in-
cr~ased prosperity of the.,town, the rooms now 
reqt~d to ·young men are for the most part 
qu,ite as gbod as those Fhey occupy at home 
and often better. Many of them are heated 
with furnaces, and all are supplied with con-
veniences and comforts unknown in a student's 
room when Otterbein University was in its 
infancy. Should not the young ladies fare as 
well? 
Of the three hundred and twenty students· 
matriculated this ye.ar, one hundred and 
twenty are· young women. Merely from the 
standpoint of material gain, can Otterbein 
University any longer ignore the question of 
better accommodations for her daughters ? 
Allow Saum Hall, with all its associations, to 
become a memory and erect a new one in its 
place, or turn it over to the scientific depart-
ment and allow the girls to find homes in 
town. 
The site of Saum Hall is all that could be 
desired,-a comer lot, an acre in extent, with 
a dozen or more grand old forest trees. . A 
commodious building with all the modern im-
provement:; of heatin~ an(i lighting could be 
erected for twelve or fifteen thousand dollars. 
Such a building would greatly increase the 
number of students and promote the best and,~ 
most lasting interest of the institution. From 
the beginning the girls have been an orna-
ment and a help to Otterbein University. 
'l'hey have competed successfully with theil· 
brothers in the classrooms and the literary 
halls. As students they have worked earnest-
ly and efficiently to the furtherance of every 
worthy enterprise; as graduates they have 
been ever ready to. speak a good word for 
their alma mater, and to give of their means 
and their influence. They now ask that a 
building be erected for their use which shall 
be an hol'lot· to the school and an incentive to 
higher atld noble,r. work. Shall their appeal 
go unheeded ? TIRZA L. BARNES. 
On April 4 Mt·. Davidson gave his illus-
trated lecture on the South. This was the 
last . regula r entertainment of the Citizens' 
Lecture Course, and at the close of the season 
we cart say it has been a decided success. 
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A TALK~ 
"The diamond may adorn royalty regard-
less of personal worth, but jewels of thought 
render even poverty illustrious and sublime." 
Although under the ebb and flow of this 
nineteenth century there is no doubt a steady 
cm·rent of progress, yet for the chronicler it 
wo~lJ have been well had he been asked to 
make a report of what was given to us years 
ago in contrast to what is going on about him 
in the world to-day. The works of the new 
men were so fresh, so strong, so interesting, 
that for a time theit· defects were not seen ; 
further the readers did not care to see them. 
The clash and unexpectedness made their 
predecessors seem tame. They played their 
part and played it well, but lingered pn a stage 
where Irving, Longfellow, a~d their disciples 
had acted a similar part in our springtime lit-
erature and had said farewell, and now we· 
were ready for a new set of players. It was 
possible to .. regret the change, yet . those 
halcyon days were too serene to . last long. 
True, the. works possessed hi.storical and 
artistic value. Nor can any turn in the wheel 
of fashion or of fortune ever make them seem 
less artistic to a future generation. 
This was assuredly n t wholly the fault of 
the men themselves; it was in great part the 
fault of their time. In .the stir and rush and 
burly-burly of these exciting days of revolu-
tion, when we are intoxicated with ideas for 
the new politics, the new social order,_ every-
thing that is i!l . harll,lony with the time 
becomes interesting. They are for the f!.lOSt 
part men who have come fresh from quicken-
ing study. When, in fine, they have worked 
oft some of this efiervescent delight in the 
n~w toys and h~ve come back to .first princi-
,)~ pies, tlu~r~' can be no dol.1bl we shall see the 
1· higher art¥ Of tlie works sU'pported by a great 
perfection in the- 'minor arts. Jus~ now they 
are overdoing almost everything, as the cri.tic 
puts it. However, in the words of Long-
fellow, "Critics are sentinels in .· the grand 
army of letters, stationed at the corners of 
. new·spapers and reviews, to challenge each 
new author." 
Every valuable work in literature has a his-
tory which may be thoroughly known and 
felt by its author, and yet be unknown and 
unsuspected by its reader. Great men have 
said of their best w01·ks that it had taken 
them many years to prepare them, that 
they were the product of a lifetime spent in 
observation and .study. 
"The Raven," the wonderful production of 
Edgar A. Poe, was without doubt the result 
of a certain fierce personal experience. Bry-
ant's "'l'hanatopsis" was written under re-
newed inspiration, and time after time was 
pruned; but it, 110w stands as a magniticent 
monument of his literary career. 
Excellent jewels of literature in prose and 
poetry are no.t often the fruits of the cool 
thought of men and women; they are rather 
the result of some inspiration resulting from 
deep personal_ feeling or from some impor-
tant issue. Only the danger of a dest~:uctive 
result in the war of the Rebellion could have 
incited the mind of Abmham .Lincoln to ha:ve 
produced the int.~ortal emancipation procla-
mation. 
What has been m01·e frequently \~ritten 
upon in devoted and glowing descriptions 
than the flag of our country? To Francis S. 
Key great . honor is due for the vividness 
and quickness of expression it;~ "The Star-
Spangled Banner," when after a night of 
exciting tumult dawn revealed it still proudly 
waving over the walls of old Fort McHenry. 
Since but few have heen permitted to per-
petuate many heroic acts, so but few authors 
have given to us "apples of gold in pictures 
of silver." Masterly indeed would be the 
artist whose 'p'encand-ink sketches could ade-
quately portray the heroes, hero~es, and their 
deeds that were enshrined in the hearts of the 
authors in the above named works. Leaders 
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have f'!lllen, cruel mistakes h~ye been made,-
mistak~s which would have proved fatal had 
the wgrk been less godlike and the laborers 
less e~rnest,-but above the sighs over falle~ 
standard bearers, and above the crushing mis-
takes,. ~nd misunderstandings; sounds the cry, 
"Onw~rd! " and the great march goes on. 
Although there is just now no one especial 
giant against whom we are arrayed, the teach-
ings help us to carry burnished armor for 
many foes. Life is so constituted that cooper-
ation is necessary to maintain life. Each part 
of the body is dependent upo~ the other, and 
in the ;same way each part of t~e world's great 
life . is dependent upon some other. · 
SincE) the centuriet~ produce ~en marked in 
their ~baracteristics, it follows that we will 
never have another Irving. A solemn, almost 
grand, feeling follows tlJe reading of Irving's 
"Westminster Abbey." It inspires a feeling 
of awe to think that notwithstanding the dif-
ference .in our livesi or the di!lerence in the 
future which we must unveil, one experience 
comes ~like to all,-the rich, the poor, the 
high, the low, the worthy, and .the unworthy, 
-death ~ Though great warriors have con~ 
quered -~orlds, authors written books which 
live long, long after the writers are dead, famous 
sculptors carved statues whic·~ for 'centuries 
and centuries view the crumble and decay of 
earthly-things, what is it after all but a mere 
passing away of time until death shall claim 
us as its own? Kings to whoQ;l. whole coun-
· r ;'l"-
tries bq~ed, now lie as dust beneath our very 
feet; sopls come and go, and yet the great, 
~.-, 
hurrying, crowded world goe.~; on. A few . 
hearts are wrung by the loss, but the rest of 
the world heeds it not, and IJ,(e and death 
seem to be drawn in with the s;-~e breath. 
>: In c~p~lusion, we concede that the choicest 
·~ of work s should be in the library of every 
home. 'J,'he library is the shrine of an old 
ceremoni~l -religion. As a whole, we have the 
decay of old principles, the service of books 
which are no longer S(llm with the quick eyes 
of youth, but are only _.dimly reflected in the 
m,emory and have long ceased to exercise a 
stimulus on our prae'~\cal age. Its light s~ill 
flickers before us as a~ image, but where i,i t 
once lighted the stude? t on his journey it Qj.iP 
scarcely be seen in the ~lectric light of to-d~y. _ 
A STUDENT, '9-1. 
Y. W. C. A. NOTES. 
On Saturday evening1 April 15, the Young 
Women's Christian Association celebrated its 
t~nth aqniversary. An interesting program 
was rendered by the ,active and ex-active 
members of the association. Miss Cora Mc-
Fadden, class '77, read a very interestit)g 
paper prepared by M rP. L . D. Bonebrake, 
class '84, concerning the founding of the 
association and its first work. Mrs. Nellie 
Miller, class '86, the first state secretary in 
Ohio, presented a very instructive paper on 
our early state work. ~Miss Myrtle Miller, 
class '93, spoke for a short time of the nature 
of the work done during the past year. 
Miss Etta Wolfe, class '87, who is at present 
the city secretary of the Dayton Young_ 
Women's Christian Association, spoke in a 
very pleasant and helpful mannel' about th~, 
work being done in cities in behalf of women .. 
The mu~ic was furnished by the present active 
members, aided by Miss Sallie Kumler, class 
'89. 
The Otterbein Y. W. C. A. now bas an 
active m~inbersbip of fifty-five. The associa-
tion of Otterbein University was the firs t;, 
formed in Ohio and the third in the United 
States. 
"·~ 
The Y . W. C.,tA. Intern~tiona;l Convention;. 
will be held April 27-30 1;at Toledo, Ohio.: 
. ~ .~. 
Otterbein will be well represented. Misse~ 
Anna Y others, Mabel Duncan, Alma Guitner, 
Mira Garst, and Edith Turner will attend. 
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ALUMNAL NOTES. 
G. L. Stoughton, '92, state lecturer of the 
F. M\ C. for the state of Illinois, has been 
spending a couple of weeks with his father at 
this' place. He reports his business as very 
pleasant and agreeable. 
The local alumna! association of this place 
held two meetings recently9. on the 26th and 
\· 30th of March. They conducted some very 
important business relative to the coming 
commencement. Our friends from abmad 
may expect to be entertained right royally. 
B. V. Leas, '91, was married to Miss 
Marie Smith, a former student of Otterbein, 
. March 30, at the home of the bride, East 
Lincoln Street, Columbus. Their "at home" 
card has been received for April 1, at Dela-
war~, Ohio. Mr. Leas has a very prosperous 
hardware business in that place, and the ..:EGIS 
predicts for them a long and happy pilgrimage·. 
We note with pleasure the fact that S. J. 
Flickinger, class '72, has heel_! called to fill a 
very important position on the Associated Press. 
Mr. Flickinger has been the successful man-
aging editor of the Ohio State Journal for 
several years. In consequenc~ of his resigna-
tion, another of Otterbein's worthy sons has 
been called to fill the vacancy in the person of 
D. L. Bowersmith, class '71. -
PERSONAL AND LOCAL. 
J. R. Kmg has been admitted to the junior 
class. 
0. L. Shank spent several days at home 
recently. 
Rev. Swain delivered a lecture at Harrison, 
Ohio; on the 8th instant. 
Miss Cook was visited last week by her 
mother, who lives in Dublin, Ohio. 
Mis~ Laura Smith, '9S, spent a week dur-
ing the early part of the month visiting 
friends in Columbus. 
Chapel exercises were conducted on March 
30 by Rev. Schenck, of Marysville. 
M. B. Fanning was down with Ia grippe for 
a few days, but is now convalescent. 
Sardis Bates h~ been confined to his room 
on account of an injury to his knee. 
Quite a number of students took advantage 
of the Easter vacation to visit their home~. 
Miss Lowes, of Dayton, was here a ; few 
days visiting her sister, Miss Blanche Lowes. 
Miss Bookwalter, of Dayton, has been in 
Westerville for a few days visiting bet· brother 
Alfred. ~ 
S. C. Mat·kley ?_sprained his ankle while 
pmcticing on the athletic grounds, but he is 
able to be about again. 
'l'he freshman class continues to increase in 
numbers. J. E. Koepke is the latest one pro-
moted to the rank of tyro. 
On the resignation of "Doc" Miller as 
captain of the baseba:Il team, C. W. Stough-
ton was elected to that position. 
Warren Thomas, of J obnstown, Pennsyl-
vania, was here frohl March 24 to 28, visitihg 
his sister, Miss Katherine Thomas. 
Rev. and Mrs. Brandenburg, accompanied 
by their daughter, paid a visit to their son, E. 
B . .Brandenburg, r:om April 8 to 10. 
Mrs. I. L. Oakes, who had been taking a 
private course of study, is now in college. 
Mrs. Oakes enters as a junior, increasing the 
already large class of '94. 
The spring term has opened vet·y auspi-
ciously for Otterbein. About a dozen new 
students have enrolled, and but few of the 
old ones have dropped out. 
Dr. Sanders has been chosen judge on a 
contest in debate, essay, and declamation, ~o 
be held at Delaware, Ohio, between the Oh1'o 
Wesleyan University and the Denison U ni-
. versity, May 26. 
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'rhe end of the wintet· term witnessed the 
graduation ft·om the business department of 
Misses Parent and Pugh and Messrs. Felger, 
Morningstar, King, and Wright. 
President Sanders has been appointed a 
member of the advisory council of the 
World's Philosophical Congress, and honor- . 
ary vice president of the Department _Con-
gress of Higher Education at the W odd's Fair. 
The managers of the football team are hav-
ing a very fine silk quilt made. Their friends 
will now have the privilege of having their 
names worked on this quilt by some one of 
Otterbein's fair maidens for any cost ranging 
from ten cents to ten doliars. 
'l'he installation exercises of the gentle-
men's literary societies were held in their re-
spective halls on the evening of March 31. 
The officers of the Philophronean society 
were D. N. Scott, president; J. A. Shoe-
maker, critic; Harry Milliman, chaplain. 
Theit· orator was F. S. Minshall, whose me-
morable speech on the "School-Teacher" 
brought down the house. 'l'he new officers 
of the Philomathean society are J. B. 
Toomay, president; A. C . . Streich, critic; 
Alfred Bookwalter, chaplain. The orations 
ofT. G. McFadden, on "The Young Men 
of Ohio," and of J. B. Toomay, on "Effort 
Crowned," were able and eloquent. Both 
halls were well filled, and the exercises are 
the only encomium which our societies need. 
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION NOTES. 
New faces are seen in the weekly meetings. 
While athletics are being pushed, let each 
man see to it that the association work re-
ceives its ftill share of attention. 
The enthusiasm for Bible study is not as 
high as it has been. It is to be hoped that a 
zeal for a knowledge of the good old book may 
not be wanting in Otterbein's students. 
The International Convention of the Young 
;Men's Christian Association will be held May 
10 to 14 at Indianapolis. We are entitled to 
two delegates, which it is to be hoped \Ve may 
be able to send. 
The following are the names of those who 
have pa:id their subscriptions to the new asso-
ciation building in part or in full during the 
month: Lela Guitner, $50; Flora Speer, $10 ; 
W. W. Moses, $25; Henry A. Flickinger, 
$50; W. 0. Knox, $5; J. A. W einland, $50 ; 
Mrs. C. Merchant, $25 ; A. B. Shauck, $20; 
J. R. Williams, $25; W. A. Gat·st, $50; C. 
W. Hippard, $15; D. L. Rike, $250; I. G. 
Kumler, $25. -
TELEPHONE 466 . 
DR. B. I. BARBEE, 
Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat Specialist. 
Onicc llotn·s: 
0 :00 to 12 : 00 A .>l. 
1 : 00to 4:00P. M. 
9 :00 to 11 : UO Sund:tys . 
818 N. Jli gh Street, Comer Gill, 
COr,mlllUS, OHIO. 
CLOTHING WEARERs, Attention! 
We have just placed in the hands of M. B. Fanning, as our 
sales agent in your locality, the largest variety of patterns of 
SPRING and SUMMER SUITINGS and FULL DRESS SUITS 
ever brought to your city. The low prices will astonish you. 
Inquire and be convinced. A full line of Gents' Furnishing Goods. 
Agent's office: Over Markley's Store, State St. and College Ave. 
wANAMAKER & BROWN, PHILADELPHIA. 
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MALCOLM McDONALD, 
Fas/1/lo'rtable Hatter. 
MORTAR-BOARD CAPS 
a t Reduced Rates to 
Students. 
All lh e lateRt sty les in Stiff, Soft, and Silk Hats. NovE LTIES FOR YoUNG 
~I Il l\. T he ue~t H at maJ e fo r the ll10 iley. 
67 S. High St., Opp. State HOl..JSe, COLUMBUS, OHIO. 
STUDENTS 
\Vhen in need of Pocket Cutlery or Razors, 
will do well to call on 
W. C. BALE & CO. 
"I HAVE 
been 
entirely 
CURED . 
of CONSU MPTION by the me of 
Piso 's Cure. The doctors said I 
could not live until F all. That was 
one year ag o. N ow I a m well and 
hearty and . able to do a hard day 's 
work.-Mrs. LA URA E. P ATTERSON, 
Newton, Iowa, June 20, 1892. 
I SUFFERED with CATARRH for years, and tried all kinds of 
medicines. None of them did me 
any good. At last I was induced to 
try Piso's Remedy for Catarrh. I 
have used one package· and am now 
entirely cured.-PHILIP LANCREY, 
Fieldon, Illinois, June 22, . q Q2. 
HAVE YOIJR----
Watches, 
Clocks, and 
Jewelry 
----REPAIRED AT 
F. F. BONNET'S, 
18 N. High Street, COLUMB US, OHIO. 
When You Want 
FINE PHOTOGRAPHS go to 
MULLIGAN BROS. 
SPECI A L CLUB R A T ES TO STUDE NTS. 
Get up a CLUB, and secure Rates. 
All Work Finished Firs t Class at Our 
Perma nent Headquarters, 
THE URLIN & PFEIFER A~T GALLERY, 
\. . \~ . ' ' 
262 lind . 264 South'' High Street, 
COLUMBUS, OHIO. 
ar"WESTERVILLE BRANCH open every Thursda)', · 
----MANIJFACTIJRER OF - - ....:;, 
D. L. AULD, Society and Class Bad~es, Diamond Mountin~s, Etc. 
BH North High Street, COLUMBUS, OHIO. 
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S W. DUBOIS, 
• CITY BARBER. 
First- Class Workmen and Prompt 
Afimtimt to Business. 
The 
First Door Soutlz of Post Office, 
WESTER VILLE, OHIO. 
0. BEAVER, 
State .Street Butcher, 
Keeps const antly on 
hand all kinds of 
FRESH BEEF. 
Customers receive polite and prompt attention. 
WESTERVILLE, OHIO. 
Time and exoerience have placed the 
Columbia 
Far in advance of its imitators and competitors. The 
Columbia Tire is the on ly one in the market 
which the MAKEHS are not afraid to guarantee. 
For prices on any of the leading makes of Bicycles, 
new or secondhand, apply to 
ED L. WEINLAND, 
Westerville, Ohio. 
The C. A. & C. Railway. 
SCHEDULE. 
IN EFFECT AUGUST 7, tB9:il. 
South Bound. 
Mlsl Central Tome. 2 1 28 1 38 1 • 1 s 
A,l\1. P.M . P . AI p I'll. 
0 Clevehuul ... .. .... ................ Leave •M Oil 0:•8 01 tl Of· t 3 25 ......... 
5 Euclid Avenue .......... .. .... ... Leave R 14 8 14 1 1!· 3 411 ......... 
9 Newburg ..... ....... ............ -... Leave 8 25 8 2~ 1 3!· 3 56 A.M. 
26 Hudson ......... .. ............... .. .. Leave 9 IJO 9 I• 2 H• 4 35 t5 35 
34 Cuyahoga Fall s ... .. .. ..... .. .... Leave 9 14 9 2i 2 2f> 4 61l 5 63 
39 Akron ... ........ ..... ..... ..... .. . { t~~~~= 9 2!\ 9 ~ 2 3! 5 ()() 6 03 9 ~9 L9 41 • 2 40 L5 05 1.6 08 
41 South Akron ............. ...... .... Lea V<• ......... 9 4' 2 4> 5 13 6 16 
45 New Portage ......... ............ . Leave 
········ 
f9 ( 6 2 55 0 19 6 2:J 
46 l:larberton .. ... ......... ..... ...... Leave 9 45 9 0!1 2 58 5 21 6 27 
52 Clinton ... ..... .. .... .... ...... ... ... l..PRVP ........ 10 1• 3 0~ 6 32 6 38 
53 War\\ ick ..... .... ... ............... . Leave 10 0 1 10 14 3 12 5 36 6 42 
58 Marshal ville .. ................. .. Leave .. ...... 10 26 3 29 5 47 6 53 
63 0 { ArrivP )II l!l 10 35 3 37 5 55 7 02 rrvllle ................... ...... Leave 10 t:l 10 42 3 42 Ar. p 20 
71 Apple Creek .. .. .... .... .... . .. .... Len ve no "" :l !\6 7 34 77 F'redericksburg .. ......... ... .. . Ll~R ve ll Ill ' 4 06 ....... .. 7 45 
81 Holmesville ... ..... .. .. .. ....... Leave fll 14 4 14 .. ....... 7 53 
87 :\iil!Prsburg ... ..... .... ...... ...... Lean ll (I I ll n 4 2.r, ......... 8 ll:l 
93 Killbuc k ..................... .... ... l.eave ll 12 11 411 4 as .. ....... 8 18 
99 l:llnc k Creek ... ... .......... ... . .. I~enve .. ...... fll 53 4 ;,o 
········ 
8 :!2 
107 Brink Haven .. ..... ... . . ...... ... I .. enve ......... 12 12 50~ 8 no 
111 Danvil le . .. . .. ..... . ..... .. .. ...... . ! .. eave f l2 2t 5 17 ......... 8 MJ 
116 Howard ....... . .... ..... . ...... . .. ... I .... eave fl2 31 5 26 10 9 ox 120 Gambier .. ............ .. .... ... ...... T~en.vf' II 5!\ 12 40 5 35 9 17 
126 V {Arrive- 12 (14 12 511 5 4~ A.M . ~ 27 ~It. ernon... .... .. ...... ...... Leave 1.12 ()<J Ll 0" II " I·" t 6 30 g :J2 
131 Ban{s .... ............ . ........ ... ... Leave ......... ......... 6 l8 6 40 9 42 
135 Mt. iberty ................... .. .. . Leave 6 26 6 4S 9 49 
139 Centerburg ............ ..... ... .... Leave 12 30 1 28 6 :w 6 58 9 58 
141> Condit ......... ........... .. ........ Leave 6 611 7 II 10 IO 
119 Sun bury ....... ......... .. ........ ... LPa ve f I 49 6 59 7 20 10 19 
If> I Galena .. .......................... ... Leave ......... 
fl 521 
71l4 7 21> 102:l 
m \VPsterville .. . ........ ........... .. Leave 1 Ot 2 06 7 w 7 37 10 36 Columbus . . ........................ Arrive •1 25 ''2 30 t7 45 t8 o.> tl I ou 
P.M. A !II. P.At, .&. . II. A,l\1. 
North Bouud, 
Central Time. 3 I 27 I :j(; I II I 1 
Noon N ight 
0 Columbus ............ : .. . . ......... Leave •12 10 *12 o;; 
12 \\' e•t<-rvi ll e .. .................... . Leave ......... 12 31' 
l!l Galena .............................. L eave ......... fl2 4t 
21 ><unbury ..... . .............. .. ..... . Leave ......... f1 2 48 
25 Uondit ...... .. .... .. .. .... ..... ....... Leave ......... fl2 56 
31 Centerbm·g .................... .. .. Leave ......... 1 09 
36 :111. Liberty .. .. ................... Leave .. ....... f l 19 
40 Banl'(s ........... .................. .. Leave ......... fl 27 
44 !lt. Vernon .. .. ......... .. .. .. { i":~~: L1 ~~ L1 ~~ 
50 Gambier ......................... . Lea ve 1 38 1 69 
51> Howar d .... . ...... .................. Leave ......... f2 09 
.>9 IJanville ... ......... .. ............... Leave .. ....... f2 19 
r.a Brink HMen ....... ............. Leave........ . 2 30 
71 l:llnc k Cred<. ......... ............ Leave ......... f2 49 
77 Kill buck ......... ................. Leave 2 20 3 03 
M:J Mi ll er•burg .... .. ................. Leave 2 31 3 17 
89 Holmes ville .. .. .... .. ..... .... . L ea ve ......... f3 27 
93 ,Frederichhnrg .. ... ......... ... Leave ........ 3 37 
99 Apple C reek .. .. .... ... .... .. .. .. . Leave ...... .. f3 49 
0 ill {Arrive 3 05 4 115 107 rrv e............. .. .... .. .... Leave 3 09 4 15 
Marehalville ............... . ...... Leave ...... .. 
t6'~·o t~'ii"a• ·l ;:too 
6 2n 1 1•4 4 24 
& 3!1 1 18 4 37 
6 43 1 23 4 41 
6 51 1 3:l 4 49 
7 04 1 46 5 02 
7 13 1 66 5 11 
7 20 2 o;; 5 18 
7 30 2 15 0 28 
L7 35 Ar. Qf> 48 
7 46 ......... h 69 
755 ......... 6118 
8 04 .. ....... 6 17 
8 13 ..... .... 6 ~f; 
8 32 .. ...... . ij 44 
8 47 ......... 6 [ 17 
9 00 ......... 7 1"1 
9 10 ......... 7 1!1 
n?, 6 ~ ~:: 
9 44 A.M. 7 ' 3 
9 49 t7 21> 7 fi~ 
9 58 7 :J4 8 1·7 112 
117 
11 8 
124 
125 
129 
131 
I:J6 
144 
161 
165 
l70 
Warwick ............................ Leave 3 29 
Clinton ...... ........................ J..~eavp ........ . 
Barberton ..... ... ................. . Leave 3 42 
New Portage .... ........... ...... . L eave ........ . 
South Akron . .................. .. Leave ...... .. 
Ak 5 Arrive 3 57 ron .... ........................ l Leave 4 02 
Cuyahoga Faii! .................. Leave 4 14 
4 37 10 10 7 47 8 18 
4 42 10 14 7 52 8. u 
4 52 10 27 8 05 8 ;J:I 
f4 56 10 30 8 08 8 ~" 
5 03 10 39 8 17 8 4!\ 
5 10 10 46 8 24 8 6~ 
L5 2() LIO 61 8 29 8 !;!\ 
5 34 11 04 8 42 9 07 
Hudson ........... .......... .. ..... . Leave 4 35 
Newburg .... .. ...... . ............ .. . Leave 5 01• 
J<~uclid Avenue .................. Leave 5 II 
Cle..-eland .......................... Arrive *5 26 
P.ll . 
556112> 906 t 9 25 
6 30 11 5~~9 40 P.M . 
6 46 12 16 9 56 Ar. 
*7 Of t12 30 tJO 10 
A . M. Noon A M. 
W. K. RICHARDS, 
General Passena-er .&a-ent, COLUMBUS .oHIO. 
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F ace Massage, 
Manicure, 
Hair Dressing, and S hampoo. 
Best Toilet Articles used. Good work guar· 
anteed. Wrinkle• , Lines, Blotches, and Blem· 
ishes removed . Complexion cleared. Hair 
enli vened. Hands beautified. Work done at 
res idence or at the homes of her pat rons. 
MRS. S. JONES. 
E ast M ain Street. 
~estaural)t. 
Meals and Lunch served at all hours. 
Ice Cream a Spec~alty. 
Fine Ice Cream Parlor separate from Restaurant. 
W . D . W ILLIAMS, Proprietor, 
Corner State and Home Streets, 
WESTERVILLE, Qnro. 
WEIBLING & PATRICI\ 
KEEP T HE BF.ST I.I~F: OF 
Razors and Pocket l(nives 
TO BE FOUND IN THE CITY, 
Also, a full line of VALISES and TRAVELING CAGS. 
North State Street, W cstcrville, Ohio. 
THE PEOPLE'S 
Mutual Benefit Association, 
· \ 
WESTERVILLE, OHIO. 
I ssues Policies from $500 t o $ 5,000. 
It has a memberohip of over........................ li,,.OO 
It has insurance in force.............................. .. $7,400,000 00 
It has pa'd death claims to Sept. 1, 1892 ........ 8926,367 41 
It has paid life claims to Sept. 1, 1892... ..... ... 146,000 00 
Total claims paid to Sept. 1, 1892 ......... 1,071,367 41 
The Association has entered upon the sixteenth year of its history. 
Every just claim has been paid promptly and in full-the g reat 
majority of them from 30 to no days before due. Its growth has been 
at an even and steady pace. Over fifteen years of successful business 
has demonstrated the wisdom of its plans . It offers to the insuring 
pub I ic features offered by no other company. The Association 
relieves not only those bereaved by death, but a lso its members made 
uependent by olu age. Agents are wanted in every town in Ohio. 
I ts Officers Are: 
C. W. MtLLER, President. 
A. B. Kona, Secretary. 
D. BENDER, General Agent. 
HENRY GARST, Vice Presiaent. 
JOHN KNox, Treasurer. 
G. H. M AYHUGH, Med. Exam. 
For Plans and Rates, address 
A. B . KOHR, Sec'y, Westerville, Ohio. 
DAVIE'S 
Seconb-Hanb Booh Store. 
Cheap B ooks in All Branches of Literature. 
School and College Text Books a Specialty. 
0. DAVIE, 
!l14~ North High Street, COLU111BUS, OHIO. 
Otterbein Souvenir 
SPOON. 
Tr· <tbove cut represents the beautiful, unique T~aspoon for s1le by rhe Woman's co·iperative Circle of Otterbein University. It is pro· 
nounced by competentjuages to be finely executed, and is of •terling sih·er. Price, only $2.00 for either plain or oxydized. All profits of sale go 
to the College. Every old student and friend of Otterbein, .University will want one of these souvenir~. The handle, representing thrr founct,.r 
of the Church, make~ it ari appropriate gift to any member of the Church. A most tilting birthday or holiday present. For spoon,''addreas 
' ·' 
MRS. E. S. W EINLAND, Westervil~~~ 9hi~·. 
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.E. P. VANCE, DRUGS AND CHEMICALS, 
Perfumes and Toilet Articles, All Popular Patent Medicines, Stationery, Fine Cigars, Etc. 
Physicians' Prescriptions Carefully Compounded. 
WESTERVILLE, OHIO, and Corner Oak and Wilson Avenue, COLUMBUS, OHIO. 
THE SIMPLEX PRINTER. 
A new invention for duplicating copies of 
writings or drawings. 
From an original, on ordinary paper with any 
pen, 100 copies can be made. Fifty copies of 
typewriter manuscripts produced in 15 minutes. 
Send for circulars and samples. Agents wante.d. 
LAWTON & CO. , 
20 Vesey Street, NEw YoRK. 
HOTEL HOLMES. 
R. E. GLAZE; P1'01n·ietm•. 
The Odell Typewriter. 
$ 20 will buy the ODELL TYPEWRITER with 78eharaetera, 
and $15 the SINGLE CASE ODELL, warranted to do 
better \'t'Ork than any other m ~· c hine made. 
It combin es sim pli city wit h durability, speed, ease of operatioD. 
Wenrs longer w1th· ut cost of repairs than any other machine. Haa 
no ink ribbon to bo ther lh e operator. I t is neat, s ubstantial, nickel· 
plated, perfect, and adapted to a ll kinds of typewr iting. Like a 
printing press , it produces sharp, c lean, legible manuscripts. 'fwo o.r 
tE>n co pies can be made at one writing. Any intelligent person can 
beco me an operator in two days. We offe r SL,OOO to any operator 
who can equal the work of the DOUHLE CASE ODF.LL. 
Reli able agents and salesmen wanted. Special inducements to 
dealers. 
For pamphlet giving indorsements, etc., address 
ODELL TYPEWRITER CO., 
3.l K- :~ r:-1 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL, 
Good Livery Attached. 
FREE HACK 
.To and From All Trains. 
HARRY McCOY. AL. R. WALCUTT. 
McCOY & W ALCUTT, 
(GENTILES ) 
Clothiers, Tailors, Hatters, 
~-~AND---
. . 
GENTS' FUR1VISHERS. 
47 N. High Street, 
J. W. MARKLEY, 
OEALER IN 
STAPLE AND FANCY 
Groceries. 
COLUMBUS, OHIO. 
THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF GYMNASTIC 
APPARATUS IN THE COUNTRY. 
THE 
Schumacher Gymnasium Co., 
103 to 121 West State Street, 
AKRON, OHIO. 
"Universal" Apparat4s. 
BOWLING ALLEYS, 
RUNNING TRACKS, 
ROLL DOOR LOCKEHS, 
PULLEY WEIGHTS 
' ! ' ' ' 
VAULTING BARR, 
HORSES, BUCKS, 
And everything required . to completely . equip ,Gym-
nasj ums is man ~tfactured on our premises. 
' . . 
THE SCHUMACHER GYMNASIUM CO., AKRON, 0. 
-B. W. WELLS~ I U. B. Publishing House, 
THE TAILOR. 
. . . . ... . 
LAT E ST S T YLES IN 
Spring ~~Summer 
Goods. 
W. J. SHUEY, A gent, 
DAYTON, OHIO . 
STUDENTS will Hn(l a fulf line of 
T ext- Books, 
R efe r en ce Books , a nd 
S tandard W or ks of Gen eral L it er a ture 
Constnntly in !Stock. 
SPECIAL PRICES ON BOOKS FOR L IBRARIES. 
Send for prices on the 
Call and examine, and select from fifteen hundred ':1 r I ~ 'b{ 
samples of the most recent patterns. J nternattona . JLJl es. 
All work guaranteed. 
North State St., WESTERVILLE, 0. 
THE STUDENTS' BOOK STORE 
Has in stock at all times a full line of 
Books, Albums, Fancy Stationery, 
Toilet Sets, Pens, Pencils, Ink, Games of All Kinds, 
And In fact a.nythlng !I stu(leut wants, whether 
for study or amusement. 
Special rates given on all College Text-Books and 
Students' and Teachers' Bibles. 
We order all our College Text-Books under direction 
of the professors, therefore we always have the right 
book and the proper edition. 
J . L. MORRISON, Weyant Block, 
WE8TER.VII.I.E, OHIO. 
FINE PRINTING, 
BINDING, AN fl ELSCT ROTYPING. 
Ice Gream 
A.nd 
Water Ices, 
At Wholesale an d Reta il. 
~ 
(;wo fii]e parlors. 
~ 
Special attention given to 
Banquets, Parties, etc. 
J. R. WILLIAMS, 
r 
W. College Ave., Westerville, 0 . 
